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Figure 1: Workflow of our proposed ChemoExplorer dashboard. After data acquisition and pre-processing (grey), a sunburst wheel (yellow)
is employed to filter pairs of subjects (patients or groups) for comparison. From this selection, tumor control probability maps of the followup imaging data are created and visualized (blue). Finally, multiple linked visual representations (1-5) are employed to display different
aspects of the non-imaging health record data of the patients (pink). For the latter, we illustrate here only the comparison of two groups.
Abstract
In breast cancer chemotherapy treatment, different alternative strategies can be employed. Clinical researchers working on the
optimization of chemotherapy strategies need to analyze the progress of the treatment and to understand how different groups of
patients respond to selected therapies. This is a challenging task, because of the multitude of imaging and non-imaging health
record data involved. We, hereby, introduce a web-based dashboard that facilitates the comparison and analysis of publicly
available breast cancer chemotherapy response data, consisting of a follow-up study of 63 patients. Each patient received
one of two available therapeutic strategies and their treatment response was documented. Our dashboard provides an initial
basis for clinical researchers working on chemotherapy optimization, to analyze the progress of treatment and to compare the
response of (groups of) patients with distinct treatment characteristics. Our approach consists of multiple linked representations
that provide interactive views on different aspects of the available imaging and non-imaging data. To illustrate the functionality
of the ChemoExplorer, we conducted a usage scenario that shows the initial results of our work.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; •Applied computing → Life and medical sciences;
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1. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among the female population [FSD∗ 15]. As treatment, chemotherapy is often employed –
alone, or together with other therapeutic procedures. Different combinations of chemotherapy drugs can be administered, and a lot of
trials are taking place, with the goal of understanding the effect and
suitability of alternatives for different patient groups.
For the purpose of this work, we employ a publicly available
data set from a trial study of 63 breast cancer patients, undergoing
chemotherapy [NH16]. A schematic depiction of the data acquisition procedure is shown in the grey panel of Figure 1. All 63 patients received chemotherapy treatment with Anthracycline in four
cycles, administered every three weeks. A subset of 17 patients received an additional treatment with Taxane. Before treatment (t1 ),
the patients were scanned and Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) data were acquired. DCEMRI data are 4D data, i.e., MRI volumes showing the perfusion
of tumors due to contrast agent absorption, across time [Tur09].
These scans were repeated after the first Anthracycline treatment
(t2 ), after the completion of all four Anthracycline cycles (t3 ) and –
if applicable – after the additional Taxane cycle (t4 ). This data set
contains also rough tumor segmentations for each patient at each
treatment time point, as well as a multitude of non-imaging data.
As non-imaging data we define health record data, containing the
characteristics of the patients (e.g., age, race), the tumors (e.g., volume, diameter) and the treatment (e.g., type of treatment, response).
Clinical researchers working on trial studies for chemotherapy,
such as the one mentioned above, need to analyze the progress
of the patients during and after treatment, and to understand how
different sub-groups of patients respond. Currently, this is a challenging task because of the multitude of patients, the multitude of
follow-up time data and the availability of additional non-imaging
data. Combining imaging data with electronic health records is a
relatively new and challenging topic, and adequate visualization
strategies to explore and analyze all available data are required.
The contribution of our work is the design of a web-based dashboard – the ChemoExplorer – for the detailed comparison and analysis of the progress of chemotherapy alternatives, within a group of
patients. Our dashboard facilitates the comparison and analysis of
a multitude of imaging and non-imaging patient data, such as the
previously described ones. Our aim is to provide an initial conceptual basis, which can be later elaborated and generalized to cover
also larger groups of patients, where more complex data comparison and analysis can be conducted.
2. Related Work
Previous work in the field of tumor visualization includes the MammoExplorer by Coto et al. [CGB∗ 05], which combines advanced
interaction, segmentation and visualization approaches for breast
tumors. Rieder et al. [RWS∗ 10] introduced an approach for displaying liver tumor surfaces using 2D maps. In perfusion visualization, Preim et al. [POM∗ 09] give a comprehensive overview of
basic and more advanced visualization techniques for the visualization of perfusion data. More recent work was conducted by Raidou
et al. [RBV∗ 14] with the introduction of an interactive tool to visually explore and analyze DCE-MRI data and their variability. Also,

Glasser et al. [GPTP10] addressed visual analytics approaches for
breast cancer diagnosis and classification. Additionally, Raidou et
al. [RCMM∗ 16] proposed a visual analytics approach for analyzing
alternative strategies in prostate cancer radiotherapy treatment.
In comparative visualization, Kim et al. [KCK17] presented a
survey of strategies for comparing 3D and 4D data, providing a
categorized overview on all previously proposed approaches. Last
but not least, Steenwijk et al. [SMB∗ 10] introduced a framework
for the pre-processing and visualization of both imaging and nonimaging cohort data. A way to visually explore and analyze heterogeneous data in a cohort of patients was also described by Angelelli
et al. [AOH∗ 14], while Stolte et al. [STH02] proposed a framework
to visualize data from large multidimensional databases. Closer to
our approach is the work of Klemm et al. [KLR∗ 13, KOJL∗ 14].
Other approaches were recently proposed by Alemzadeh et al.
[ANI∗ 17] and Bannach et al. [BBJ∗ 17].
Our work shares some aspects with several previous works.
However, to the best of our knowledge, designing a simple dashboard that enables the detailed comparison and analysis of a multitude of data from follow-up studies and treatment response, has not
been addressed. Our dashboard is an initial step for the visual comparison and analysis of patients throughout the entire treatment,
incorporating both imaging and health record data.
3. The ChemoExplorer Dashboard
The scope of the ChemoExplorer is to provide a basis for clinical
researchers, to compare and analyze both imaging and non-imaging
data from the available treatment response data set. Our approach
is schematically depicted in Figure 1.
After data acquisition (described in Section 1), a pre-processing
step is performed. This involves registration [Bro92] and filtering,
to render the imaging data from different patients comparable. We
employ an affine transformation with a nearest neighbor interpolation, to register the available DCE-MRI scans of all patients at all
treatment time points. The deformation field is then used to adapt
the provided tumor segmentations. Deformation during the registration process brings uncertainty into the analysis [SFJ∗ 16], but
this was considered out of scope for the present work.
The dashboard initializes with an interface for the selection of
criteria for the analysis and comparison of the patients, such as age
of patients, laterality of tumor, chemotherapy type, etc. After this
filtering, an interactive sunburst representation [SZ00] is created
dynamically, to provide a visual overview on the available patient
data, as shown in the yellow panel of Figure 1. The center of the
sunburst represents the total cohort. The different rings display the
filtering criteria, in order of filtering. These can be re-ordered, to
adapt interactively the sunburst. The outer ring corresponds to the
individual patients. At this point, the expert can select subjects to
analyze and compare. As subjects we denote individual patients,
pairs of patients, or pairs of patient sub-groups. We limit the comparison to two subjects, as we are specifically interested in the comparison of the two available treatment strategies. For a more generalized application, the proposed visualization should be adapted, as
it could face scalability issues for a higher number of patients, and
for a higher number of comparisons.
c 2018 The Author(s)
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After subject (one patient, two patients or two sub-groups) selection, the respective imaging and non-imaging follow-up data need
to be analyzed. For the imaging space, the clinical researcher has
to study the progress of the treatment and the shrinkage – or in
some cases, increase – of the tumor, across time. To this end, the
calculation and visualization of a tumor probability map was considered suitable, being a commonly employed concept in clinical
practice [HBG02]. A tumor probability map is calculated from the
registered binary masks of the segmented tumor data and indicates
the locations of the breast that are more prone to tumor formation.
This map is then overlaid on the initial imaging data (for the individual patient analysis) or a standardized breast (for more than
one patient), as shown in the blue panel of Figure 1. For an individual patient, the colormap employed for the tumor probability is
the heated-body scheme [LH92] with truncated ends, to avoid interference with the underlying greyscale values of the imaging data.
For two patients or sub-groups, we use two sequential single-hue
colormaps [HB03]. For the comparison of two subjects, both juxtaposition and superimposition are possible. However, for more than
two subjects, this choice would need to be adapted [KCK17].
Multiple linked representations are employed for the nonimaging data, to enable experts to analyze and generate hypotheses, with respect to their medical health record data. Initially, we
display the quantitative progress of a tumor volume and diameter
in a simple bar chart representation, as shown in Figure 4 (bottom
left). With this view, the intended expert can recognize the growth
or decrease in the tumor volume or diameter through time. The horizontal axis is mapped to the four treatment time points (t1 -t4 ). The
upper vertical axis is mapped to the volume, and the lower to the diameter values, to save screen space. When comparing two patients,
the bar charts are shown side-by-side at each time point, using different hues. For two sub-groups, the bar charts are substituted with
box plots to show the entire distribution of values, as shown in the
pink panel of Figure 1(1). For the volume and diameter, we use
colors differing in saturation, as the hue is used consistently in the
pairwise comparison, to denote different patients or sub-groups.
The selected non-imaging data can be compared also in radar
charts [Cha18]. These are known iconographic representations that
enable to discern shape differences. An example is depicted in the
pink panel of Figure 1(2). Here, we depict the range within which
the selected values are found – i.e., the minimum and maximum
value – with high transparency, for visibility reasons. The two subjects are denoted with distinct colors, following the same color
scheme as in the bar charts or box plots. For individual patients,
this radar chart is simplified to polylines.
To show the division of the non-imaging data, we adopt an undirected rooted tree metaphor. This provides a structured, hierarchical data arrangement. Our health record tree is depicted in the pink
panel of Figure 1(3). The root represents the entire cohort and its
first-level vertices are the three non-imaging data categories (patient data, tumor data, treatment data). To these categories, we
assign different colors [HB03]. The children of these three vertices encode different data variables. For individual patient analysis, these can be shown as simple nodes, with labels carrying the
respective data values. For pairwise comparison of two patients, the
nodes are split into two parts. If the values of the two patients are
c 2018 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: The encodings employed in the spot matrix (from top to
bottom: individual patient, two patients, two groups of patients).
different, then the values are encoded to each node part. Otherwise,
the node is not split, to reduce visual clutter in the tree. Finally, if
two sub-groups are being explored and compared, the nodes are
substituted by waffle charts, as presented in Figure 1(4). Waffle
charts encode the distribution of the non-imaging data, belonging
to each group, to a number of small colored squares. Distinct hues
correspond to the two distinct groups. This design is expected to
facilitate discerning differences, especially if the data have a hierarchical structure with a lot of subcategories.
An alternative to the health record tree is the spot matrix, presented in the pink panel of Figure 1(5). This view encodes the quantities of patients, falling within certain values of all non-imaging
data subcategories. The quantity of each variable is mapped to the
area of circular glyphs and the specific subject selection is highlighted. For one patient, highlighting is done through color encoding. For two patients, we follow the same approach as in the tree.
We split the glyph into two parts (one for each patient) and we highlight the respective part through hue encoding. For group comparison, node splitting and hue encoding is followed by an additional
opacity mapping, to depict the number of patients falling within a
specific bin of values of a data variable. An example of this encoding is shown in Figure 2. An alternative to the spot matrix would
be to use linked histograms, but the former was preferred as the
glyph-like representation may provide easier and faster distinction,
especially with an increasing number of attributes.
Implementation — The dashboard was implemented in Javascript,
using Papaya for the visualization of imaging data, and D3.js for
the information visualization plots. To handle the available nonimaging data, a MySQL database was built, which can be accessed
by the dashboard in real time with PHP. The pre-processing was
performed in MeVisLab.
4. Results
In this section, we present initial results that can be achieved with
the use of our proof-of-concept dashboard. We begin the analysis by selecting a number of criteria for the creation of the sunburst wheel. Age of the patient, tumor volume change and type
of chemotherapy (Anthracycline A, or Anthracycline/Taxane A/T)
are selected. The sunburst wheel, shown in the yellow panel of Figure 1, is rendered and allows to select subjects for further analysis and comparison. Due to the page limit, we illustrate only two
scenarios for the comparison of two subjects from the cohort: one
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for the comparison of two patient groups receiving different treatments, and one for two patients from different age division.
Comparison of different chemotherapy treatment strategies —
For this scenario, we select the two sub-groups that received one of
two different chemotherapy strategies (Anthracycline A, or Anthracycline/Taxane A/T). When looking at the juxtaposed comparison
of the tumor visualization maps (Figure 3), it can be seen that the
distribution of the tumor probability in the A/T group (left) is different than in the A group (right). The tumor probability map of the
latter is more disperse. This could be due to the size of the group,
which might be resulting in a higher variability. The box plots in
Figure 1(1) show that the average of the tumor volume and diameter have decreased through treatment time, for both groups. As
only patients undergoing A/T chemotherapy were scheduled for
a fourth DCE-MRI scan, no data is available for t4 in the A group.
Also, in the A/T group (blue), the tumor volume and diameter after
t3 decreased more than in the A group (green).
The radar chart in Figure 1(2) shows large variability in all explored data for both groups (age, DFS time, path size, size presurgery, size post-surgery). This can be seen in the large difference
between the maximum and minimum values. When comparing the
respective average values, we see that the drop of tumor size in
the A/T group (blue) is bigger than in the A group (green). This
was also confirmed by the findings of the box plots. For all other
variables, no significant difference can be seen. The spot matrix
in Figure 1(5) demonstrates small differences in the non-imaging
data. Almost all properties are represented by approximately the
same percentage of patients within the group, as shown by the similar opacity of the circle segments. Finally, the tree of Figure 1(3)
and its extended waffle charts (4) show in detail how many patients
represent the various categories. For example, we can see that most
of the patients are of caucasian race.
Comparison of two patients from different age divisions — For
this scenario, we select two patients: one among the youngest (2535 years) and one among the oldest (>65) age division. Both patients did not receive Taxane and showed a tumor volume drop
larger than 70%, as seen in the sunburst wheel. The tumor probability maps of these two patients are shown superimposed in Figure 4.
The bar chart in Figure 4 shows that both patients had about the
same tumor volume at t1 . This was 40.72 cm3 (cc) for the older patient (blue) and 43.05 cm3 (cc) for the younger patient (green). The
treatment of the younger patient is faster and more effective than

Figure 3: Juxtaposed comparison of the tumor probability maps of
the Anthracycline/Taxane (A/T) (left, blue) and the Anthracycline
only (A) group (right, green) overlaid on a standardized breast
(white mask), after registration. Superimposition is also possible.

the older patient, because a large volume drop is seen at t2 . In the
radar chart, the difference in the post-chemotherapy tumor size is
obvious. Commonalities and differences between the two patients
can be also identified in the spot matrix, in Figure 4. While these
patients do not have anything in common concerning non-imaging
data such as age, race or breast laterality, the tumor characteristics
are the same. For example, both patients showed positive lymph
nodes, after surgery.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced a conceptual approach for the comparison and analysis of chemotherapy treatment response data, consisting of both
imaging and non-imaging data. Individual patient follow-up studies
and comparative analysis of two patients or sub-groups are made
possible with our approach. The conceptual idea of this work is
based on the specific available data set, for which only pairwise
comparisons and analysis are required. For the comparison of more
than two subjects, it is required to adapt the employed visualizations. This would be particularly interesting, in combination with
more automatized ways of sub-group identification and selection.
Linking to prediction of the treatment outcome of new patients,
based on similarities to existing patients, is another clinically relevant future direction. Finally, an evaluation is also required, to validate the usefulness of the proposed approach and to assess the suitability of our design choices. Our ChemoExplorer is a basis to further abstract the approach by incorporating other (also larger) data
sets, to generalize the design of the employed visualizations and to
consult experts, in the future.
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Figure 4: Usage scenario for the visual comparison of two patients
from different age groups (young patient: green, old patient: blue).
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